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Editorial
This month's cover stars are David Rimmer and Beth Dearing battling out at the Gilberdyke 10.
While above we have Matt Pinder and women's vice captain Shirley Oglesby relaxing (before or after? ) the James
Herriot 14k
Plenty of great articles for August, my thanks to all that contributed.
Autumn marathons being apace again, therefore, I expect plenty of write- ups for September!

Fixtures
Sunday 10th September
East Coast Classic 10k
Sherwood Fields Mablethorpe,
Lincolnshire LN12 1HU
10.30
Affiliated Runner £14.00 - Unaffiliated
Runner £16.00
https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=200553

Sunday 16th September
Northern 6 Stage/ 4 Stage relays
Sport City Manchester
Championship Race - Club Pays Fee £10 for coach
Male and female teams required for the
Northern relays. Please see notice board
in the club house and/ or keep an eye on
our FaceBook group.

Submit fixtures to
info@easthullharriers.com.

Saturday 30th September

Speed Work

The Princebuild 35th Lincolnshire
Wolds Tough Ten
Swallow Inn Caistor Road Swallow,
LN7 6DL
10:00
£15 affiliated (£17 unaffiliated)

Peter Dearing as informed me that
Speed Training returns on Tuesday
13th September.

The Hull Marathon
West Park Walton Street Hull, HU3
6JU
09:00 - 15:00
Individual: £36 to £47 - 2 Person Relay
£50 to £55 - 4 Person Relay £60 to
£70
https:/ / www.thehullmarathon.co.uk/
the- race/ enter
The Hull Marathon ? 2 Mile Fun Run
West Park Walton Street Hull, HU3
6JU
09:30
£5
https:/ / www.thehullmarathon.co.uk/
the- race/ enter#fun- run

Be at the club to leave by 6.30pm to
start at Sutton Fields at 6.50pm

https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com Hill training continues as normal o a
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=200570 Thursday.

Saturday 7th October

Winter League 2016/ 2017

EHH Winter League 1 ? Hornsea Beach
Race
Hornsea Leisure Centre Broadway
Hornsea, HU18 1PZ
TIme TBC
FREE

Entries are now open for the first
winter league race on Saturday 7th
October, race 1 is at Hornsea for the
beach race (start time TBC), please put
your name on here
(https:/ / www.facebook.com/ groups/
162339058586/ permalink/
10154885530413587/ ) if you intend
to run, I will also be putting up a form
at the clubhouse on Wednesday night.
Unlike previous years this race will be
handicapped however it will still be a
mass start. Guests are welcome
however they won't be included in the
handicap.

Saturday 14th October
Sunday 24th September

Notices

Gruesome Twosome 10k
Limber Road Swallow , Lincolnshire
LN7 6DE
10:30
Afilliated runner £15; unaffiliated £17
https:/ / www.resultsbase.net/
event/ 4029
Gruesome Twosome Half Marathon
Limber Road Swallow , Lincolnshire
LN7 6DE
11:00
Afilliated runner £22; Unaffiliated £24
https:/ / www.resultsbase.net/
event/ 4029

Sunday 29th October

Let's have a big red vest turnout for
race 1
Mike Petersen

Guy Fawkes 10 mile trip
Places available still for Guy Fawkes
10 mile trip 15 a head . The coach will
leave around 7:30am and will leave
Harrogate 5pm. Those of you who are
booked on please could you let me
have payment for the coach as this is
due now. Thank you

The Doncaster Trail Half Marathon
Northern Racing College Great North
Road Doncaster, DN11 0HN
10:00
£17.50- 25.00+txn fee

Haltemprice 10K
Haltemprice Leisure Centre Springfield
Way Anlaby , HU10 6QJ
11.00
£7 UKA members and £9 Unattached.
On the day entries £10 and not
eligable for trophies

https:/ / www.riderhq.com/ o/ 730/
curlys- 0/ enter

https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com Alison Hayes
/ xinfo.php?recordID=200597

The Doncaster Trail 10k
Northern Racing College Great North
Road Doncaster, DN11 0HN
10:00
£16- 18 +txn fee

Brigg 10k Poppy Race
Angel Suite Market Place Brigg, DN20
8LD
11.00
Brigg 10k Poppy Race £18.50, Brigg 10k
Military challenge £18.50

https:/ / www.riderhq.com/ o/ 730/
curlys- 0/ enter

https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com/
new_race_page.php?recordID=200572

Fixtures
If there is a fixtures/ notices I
need to add to the newsletter
and website then please send
details to to
info@easthullharriers.com.

13thAugust,NewarkHalf Marathon
By Tim Groves
Another Sunday, another race. Early
start at 07:15 hours to pick up David
Gingell (Fit Mum Runner) to be in
Newark for 09:00 hours. Walking into
the Sconce Park to pick up our race
numbers we came across more
Harriers, Keith Conkerton, John Crosby,
Gary Fee and Carole Fee. Numbers got
and then off to join what seemed to
be an endless queue for the Thunder
Box. Oh, what Fun! !
Meet with some more Harriers, Dave
Cracknell and Emma- Jayne
Brackstone. By this time it was getting
hotter and hotter with clear blue skies.
Just before the start. Then into the
pen times and we were lead to the
start.
The race got under way about 5
minutes late but we were off. Good job
for the 4 water stations at 2, 5, 8 and
11 miles because it was getting hotter
and hotter. There was one nice family
at about mile 12 who provided the
runners with a nice cool hosepipe.
Race organisers stated it was a flat
and fast race but, I think I ran up 2
mountains in the heat (223 feet
elevation gained).
As the race nears the final you enter
back into Sconce Park at 12.6 miles so
the last half of a mile was around the
park. I think this was the hardest part
of the race. It felt like over a mile. I
went over the line with a chip time of
1 hour 33 minutes 07 seconds, happy
with my time considering it was very
hot.
There was fantastic support from all
the spectators as all the runners
finished. They even had a monkey
chasing Dave Cracknell to the finish
line. I think we can all be happy with
are times specially Carole Fee who got
a PB time and came 1st in her age
category.

Before we all parted company we found
a local pub to discuss how the race
went and rehydrate.

All in all, it was a great day had by all
and I got a lovely sun tan as well. Happy
Days.

BorrowdaleFell Race
By Gary Forrester
In the farmers field opposite The
Scafell Hotel in Rosthwaite, a few
miles outside of Keswick, a few
hundred fellrunners assemble for
the start of what is considered a
classic Lakeland Fell Race, The
Borrowdale. 17 miles long with 6500
ft of climbs. Time for a few hours of
fun on the fells, and any race that
starts and finishes outside a pub
gets the thumbs up from me.
An hour before the start and its
belting down with rain, looking at the
surrounding mountains shrouded in

mist and clag I can't help but think its
going to be a bleak day ahead.
Thankfully by the 11 o'cock and the
start of the race, the rain has moved
on, and we are greeted with good
running conditions, if a bit soggy
underfoot.
The first mile or so is reasonably flat
along a rocky path before the sharp
climb up to the first checkpoint,
Bessyboot summit. From there its a
long slog across to Esk Hause, this
seemed an eternity as we had to
contend with tussocks, rocks, bogs,
and the ocasional dead sheep.
From here it follows the walkers path
up to Scafell Pike and its boulder
strewn summit. The rocks are still
very wet and slippery so got to take
extra care. We dib in at the summit
then double back on ourselves and
head for the corridor route via the
scree path. The scree is unbelievable,
my favourite few minutes of running
in a long while. With each step the
scree shifts under our feet and carries
us further down the mountain with no
extra effort, loved it. This is over far
too soon though and were soon back
on typical rocky Lakeland terrain along
the corridor route, easy to come a
cropper on here to got to be careful.

The next checkpoint at Styhead
stretcherbox soon comes into view,
and before we know it were heading
for the steep path up Great Gable. Its
head down and hands on knees for
the next half hour or so, pausing every
now and then to get my breath back
and glance back at the amazing views
over the Scafell range. Sweating like a
pig we reach the summit and then
head north- east heading for Honister
Slate Mine. I lose my bearing here a
little and veer away from the race line,
not too far off course, but lose a few
minutes. At Honister so glad to get
some more water and the kids
handing out jelly babies was a
godsend.
Now theres just one more summit to
go, Dale Head, my toughest climb of
the day. Legs knackered now and this
climb seems to go on forever. Finally
dib in at the top and head off in the
direction of Rosthwaite.
Through the slate quarry and can now
hear the tannoy in the distant finish
field. Thought I was quite close but 10
minutes later I can still hear it in the
distance, doesnt sound any closer.
Eventually reach the valley bottom,
cross the river and head for the finish
field. Good to get a name check as I

came running in, feeling knackered but
dead chuffed to finish in one piece
uninjured, even got a handshake off
fellrunning legend Billy Bland, course
record holder. I finished towards the
back of the field in a fraction over 5hrs,
thought I could've done quicker but
nevermind.
Sitting in the pub afterwards, amongst
some of the elite of this fell racing
scene, it got me thinking that I'm
pretty crap at this fellrunning lark,
especially the Lakeland ones, always
finishing nearer the back than the
front. But thats doesnt really matter,
dont get me wrong I'd love to be nearer
the front, but without training on that
sort of terrain regularly I dont stand a
chance. I just enjoy a good day out in
the mountains, pushing myself against
the unforgiving terrain and often
unpredictable weather, but always
surrounded by breathtaking scenery. I
do try to be quicker but to be honest
I'm just pleased to get round inside the
cut- off times and hopefully get round
the course unscathed, and thankfully
this time I managed both. Roll on the
next one!

CunningRunning,mysmashingtimeinJanuaryandthesubsequent roadbacktorunning
By Mary Carrick
Health warning to readers, this article
includes gory details and frequent use
of the ?O?word.
As many of you will already know, one
dark night in January I was
orienteering ? sorry Pete for use of the
?O?word ? in a wood near Tadcaster.
The wood was on a slope and the
underlying strata was silt and clay.
Worse, it had been used by those on
quad bikes, which had left deep and
narrow tracks in the sea of mud
comprising the slope. Having only had
an operation on my eye a fortnight
before, I was taking it very steady
when ? oh dear ? was looking at the
map instead of the way ahead and
ended up falling on my left leg into a
muddy track. Nasty cracking sound
ensued but frequently fall going over
rough ground orienteering so got up;
tested foot; and assured kind young
man who had stopped to help that I
could walk back to the finish unaided.
Foolish words as, after about 200
metres (we think metric in
orienteering) fell into another track.
This time I knew I had done real
damage to left ankle, which resulted in
my having to be scoop- stretchered
out to waiting ambulance to take me
to Leeds General Infirmary. By now
the temperature was just about on
freezing and the way to the
ambulance was across brambles and
fallen trees. Such japes.
On arrival at the ambulance it was
confirmed that I had dislocated the
ankle and the poor ambulance guy
was very concerned because I
eschewed the offer of Entonox and air
and did not feel particularly cold ?
frantic feeling for pulse in foot
followed with amazement that it did
not really hurt as he said it was a
common rugby- players?injury and the
noise they made was unbelievable.
Told him that, as I was a woman, such
trivial pain was of no consequence
and we spent the journey discussing
outdoor pursuits.
On arrival at hospital, my leg was
x- rayed and it was found I had broken
the bottom of the tibia ? the big leg
bone ? and shattered the bottom of
the tibia ? the little one at the back ?
as well as dislocating the ankle. More
problems as they had to cut the laces
on the shoe but resisted cutting off
the sock, as I threatened mayhem if
they did. But they then cut up my

Finishing on my bike at the end of one of the days in the two day bike
orienteering events run by the same people ? OMM ? as organise the mountain
marathons. The first day is 7 hours ? time for coffee and cake on the way round or
the odd pint in a pub ? and the second 5 hours with strict time penalties for being
late. (Why do portaloos always feature in shots of orienteering event centres I
wonder?) n
brand- new, first time worn, winter
running tights ? nearly in tears at that,
much to the amusement ? callous
perishers ? of the staff of A&E.
After two attempts at relocating the
ankle ? fortunately with my being put
to sleep for each one ? they got it back
in place and I was taken upstairs to the
?Trauma Ward?. Cripes. The next day a
consultant surgeon put two large
screws in the tibia and seven little
ones and a plate in the fibula. Minor
difficulties with that were, first, the
other anaesthetist had to come out of
theatre to ask the first to hurry up and
get me put under, as they were waiting
to operate and did not want us
chatting about exactly why he was
administering a nerve- blocker below
my knee ? meanies, as it was just
getting interesting. Second problem
was consultant said afterwards that,
as my foot was so skinny, he had had a
real job to cover up the screw heads
with flesh ? yuck.
Transfer of notes to HRI presented
another delay and had to return to
Leeds to get a lighter plaster. They
offered me a purple one but
immediately refused that and went for
an EHH red one instead ? the cheek of
them. Thereafter treated at HRI with
frequent visits from the Intermediate
Care Service to my home ? they were
brilliant.

By 11th February lost the red plaster
and instead got a split one ? fine to
take off but took a strong
man/ woman to help put it back on.
By now had missed out on, the East
Yorkshire Cross- country League at
Welton, the Riverbank race and the
orienteering night league events in
Cottingham and at Oak Road Playing
fields ? suffering from severe
running withdrawal symptoms. By
the time I got a walking boot ? loved
my boot to bits, although horrified
physio when I was stomping round
the house without using the
crutches ? on 3rd March, I had also
missed the Nationals at Nottingham,
the Northern Night Orienteering
Champs which our club was
organising at Knapton, near Malton,
the YVAA Champs and the
orienteering pub league event at
Louth. Although I also missed the
pub league at Barton and the
Sproatley Pack Run, I did manage to
get to the Compass Sport
Orienteering Trophy event near
Louth, where I stomped round in my
walking boot getting it really muddy
on the tracks and paths but did not
actually compete.
Wednesday, 15th March saw my
having the walking boot replaced
with an ankle support only and this
meant I could again drive my car ?

whoopee. Did not manage to get to
the Paull winter league event but was
able to marshal on the first three
Champagne League events and
walked/ jogged around an orienteering
event at Primrose Warren, near
Scunthorpe ? oh the joy of going
cross- country again without a plaster.
The orienteering was repeated at an
event in Willingham Woods on 12th
April without any awful effects from
the ankle but had to miss out on the 7
mile Brantingham Hill Race, much to
my disgust. Marshalled at New Ellerby
on the 18th April, competed in a
four- hour bike orienteering at Bishop
Wilton on 22nd April and then, finally,
got to run ? very slowly - on the
Lockington 3.7 CL race. From then on
back to the usual, silly season for
racing/ orienteering including all of the
10 summer league orienteering events
in Lincolnshire; the rest of the
Champagne League races; two
orienteering races in Paris at the
beginning of May; a sprint and urban
orienteering race in Bradford; two
days of urban orienteering in Bristol;
walking/ running on the 26 mile ?Part
of the Story?event round Holderness;
and seven days of orienteering at
Ballater, near Braemar, in Scotland at
the beginning of August. The right
ankle was whingey for the
orienteering having had to do all the
work for three months but the left
ankle only complained when having to
dance for two and a half hours at the
Ceilidh on the Thursday evening.
Lincoln City Race tomorrow ? urban
orienteering which is fast and furious
? and then four days of orienteering
camping north of Helmsley next
weekend.
As orienteering has featured so
largely in my comeback to running, it
is time, then, to introduce those of you
who do not already know about it to
the sport of orienteering, or ?cunning
running?,as it needs use of brain as
well as stamina and muscles.
Basically, the idea is to run as quickly
as you can between places marked on
your map and choose the best route
between them. This might sound
relatively easy but it means having to
be prepared to scrabble up rocks;
wade across streams; wallow through
bogs; and negotiate fallen trees,
tussock grass, bracken and heather,
all without losing where you are on
the map. For the last ten years or so it
has also included the chance to sprint
like an idiot around complex sites of
buildings- some on more than one
level - and parks, or longer courses
around town centres with blind
alleyways, snickets and cobbles but

Yours truly at the end of an urban race round the site of an old
aerodrome in Lincs.
yet you are not allowed to kill any
passing pedestrians or cyclists who
get in your way. Worse, you can
always compete in events on a
mountain bike, which adds to the fun
and exhaustion.
One of the best bits of orienteering is
that you check into each control site
using an electronic ?dibber?,which
records your time. At the end you
download and get a print- out which
enables you to compare your splits
with others. This is so much better
than the old system of having to clip a
control card when you arrived at each
point and has since been taken up by
those competing in the various
mountain marathons. Orienteering
maps are also colour- coded according
to the runnability of the terrain. As
most orienteering events take place in
wooded areas, confusingly enough
fast runnable woodland is shown in
white with fast open being shown in
orange ? the darker the green for the
woodland, the denser it is. It certainly
is a runners?s sport although you can
always walk round if you want. The
top girls and guys are very, very fast

and go over anything ? Charlotte Ward,
of City of Hull and Brian Ward?s
daughter, is ranked 14th in the world
in sprint orienteering.
To me the mainstay of my life is
running to represent East Hull Harriers
in cross- country and road races and
competing in all the types of
orienteering ? classic cross- country,
urban and sprint. Am also now hooked
on competing abroad in ?city?races
orienteering although quite fancy
having a go at one of these
half- marathons somewhere else in
Europe after reading all the interesting
reports from other club members.
Orienteering is just another sort of
running event but has the advantage
of including all ages. About 3000
people from all over the world
competed in the Scottish Six Day
Orienteering earlier this month and
where else can you be competitive in
age classes from under 10 years to
over 90 years with separate courses
for all age groups and both long or
short/ male or female? Why not try
mixing both sorts of running and
become as mad as Mad Mary? c

Race Reports
If you've enjoyed this month's event write ups then why not
contribute to next months newsletter.
Reports only have to be a minimum of 200 words with a couple of
images.
Send your articles to info@easthullharriers.com.
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All runners make mistakes at some point. Here are
five common running mistakes many runners typically
get wrong, especially in the early day, plus some
solutions to help get it right.

height in inches and double that figure, before adding 10
per cent.

1. Not knowing your runner type

- Women: For women they suggest an ideal weight of
around 120lbs (54kg) for a runner who is 5 foot six inches
tall. For every inch above this height, the suggestion is to
add 3lbs (1.3kg) and for every inch less than this height
subtract 3lbs.

Everyone has a reason for running and what they want to
get out of it, but without knowing what type of runner you
really are means that you won?t know how you should
properly train and what goal you should realistically set.

Remember though that these figures are suggestions and
only ever intended for the very serious runner. The authors
of The Competitive Runner?s Handbook also suggest that
there is some leeway within these weights of around 10 to
15lbs (4.5 to 6.5kg).

How to fix it: To identify the type of runner you are look at
the types below and pick out the runner description that
best suits you. Once you?ve identified a runner you relate to
you will be able to tailor your sessions to suit you.

4 Poor running posture

- The competitor: You constantly look to beat your PB and
are obsessed with your times. If you meet another runner
the first thing you ask them is how fast they can run a 5k.

Every runner has a running style, whether good or bad.
Good posture can make you a smooth efficient runner,
whereas bad running posture can slow you down and make
you a less efficient runner with greater potential for injury.

- The health- conscious runner: You run to for the benefit
of your health and enter events in order to keep you
motivated. You take notice of your running times, but don?t
overly about it. Keeping your body in good condition is your
main aim.

How to fix it: Good posture usually has to be worked on and
doesn?t generally happen naturally. Here are a few tips to
ensure that you are not running incorrectly and are as
efficient as you can possibly be:

- The running lover: You run because for the love it it and
the freedom it gives you. You don?t generally record your
times and don?t really have an interest in competing.

- Carry out a few shoulder shrugs to release tension in
the shoulders. When running ensure your shoulders are
level and not too tight.

2. Putting in a sprint finish

- Keep your arms and legs moving in straight lines and
don?t twist or run from side to side. To keep good form
imagine that you are holding onto two straight, taut ropes
when running.

Putting in a crazy sprint towards the end of your run may
leave you with the impression that you?ve given your all in
your session, yet it?s not the ideal way to finish your
session. At the tail end of your run your muscles will be
fatigued, so putting in an extra hard burst could increase
your chances of an injury.
How to fix it: The simple answer is don?t sprint at the very
end of a session. If you want to put your legs to the test,
then include your speed portion earlier in your session,
rather than tagging it at the end. Ideally your sessions
should end with a slow jog warm down rather than a
eyeballs out sprint.

3 Not the right racing weight
Many people start out with the intention of losing weight,
but once they start to take the running seriously they may
start to look at weight in performance terms. Carry too
much excess weight and and this will negatively affect
performance, but equally losing too much weight can lead
to loss of strength and good health, which again can
negatively affect running performance.
How to fix it: Bob and Shelly Glover, authors of The
Competitive Runner?s Handbook, suggest a formula that
can help runners work out their optimum running weight:
-

Men: For men the suggestion is that you measure your

- Run tall with your shoulders back and with a straight
spine. Keep your chin level with the floor.

5 Not fuelling correctly
It?s all well and good training well, but what about fuelling
your runs well? A constant supply of takeaway food isn?t
going to provide you with the necessary fuel for your runs,
so ensure you fuel with the right foods.
How to fix it: Include some of the following foods in your
diet and see if the running improvements follow:
- Salmon: Salmon?s high levels of protein and Omega 3
fatty acids means that it?s great for your heart and your
lungs and also recovery.
- Oatmeal porridge: Porridge supplies a good mix of
protein, fibre and slow- release energy to sustain you,
particularly on the long runs.
- Sweet potatoes: Sweet potatoes are full of carbs to
boost your glycogen levels and ensure you don?t get a
massive energy dip during your run.

Contact
Any errors or feedback please send to
the email below
info@easthullharriers.com

